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Abstract This paper considers the characteristics of block-level success and loss runs for streaming services
over wired-wireless networks in which forward error correction (FEC) is employed for packet-loss resilience.
We develop a single-server queueing model where the packet-transmission process over a wireless link is
modeled by a Markovian service process (MSP) with two states “Good” and “Bad”. The queueing system
has two input processes: a general renewal input process and a Poisson one. The former represents a
streaming-packet flow, while the latter is for background traffic multiplexed at the queue. We investigate
the dynamics of the system state during the interval from the arrival epoch of the first packet of the block
to that of the last one, deriving the block-loss (resp. block-success) run distribution, i.e., the probability
distribution of the number of consecutive block loss (resp. success). The analytical model is validated by
trace-driven simulation experiments. Numerical examples show that when the traffic intensity is high, the
moments of block-level loss and success runs are significantly affected by the volume of background traffic
and the FEC redundancy, rather than the system capacity.
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1. Introduction

With the recent advancement of broadband-network technologies, video streaming services
has become one of the most popular applications over the Internet. Because video-streaming
quality perceived by users is significantly affected by packet loss and delay, much effort has
been devoted to how to prevent video-streaming packets from suffering packet loss and delay.

In terms of packet-loss resilience, forward error correction (FEC) is a well-known coding-
based error recovery scheme. In this paper, we focus on packet-level FEC scheme [21]. In
FEC, a sender host generates redundant data packets from original data ones, transmitting
both original and redundant data packets to a receiver host. In the following, we assume
that the sender host generates N redundant-data packets from D original-data packets. If
the number of lost packets in a block is less than or equal to N , the receiver host can retrieve
the original-data block. If more than N packets are lost, on the other hand, the block cannot
be retrieved and lost. We call it a block loss hereafter. In general, block loss degrades quality
of service (QoS) at application level, and hence it is important to investigate FEC recovery
performance at application level.

The performance of FEC recovery has been extensively studied in the literature. Most
of previous studies focused mainly on the block-loss probability. In general, however, the
block-loss probability is not enough to evaluate the degradation of application-level QoS.
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For example, consider a video streaming service over the Internet, in which a scalable video
coding scheme like JPEG-2000 [16] or H.264 SVC [15] is employed with video traffic smooth-
ing technique such as optimal smoothing [20]. In this case, the frame sizes can be set to a
constant, and the resulting number of packets within a frame is also constant. Here, a video
frame corresponds to a block of packets. Suppose that one hundred frames are sent to a
destination terminal. Consider the following two block-loss scenarios. (1) For 1 ≤ n ≤ 10,
the nth frame, (10 + n)th frame, (20 + n)th frame, ..., and (90 + n)th frame are lost. (2)
For 1 ≤ n ≤ 91, nth to (n+9)th frames are lost. Note that in both the cases, the block-loss
probability is 0.1. From the application-level QoS point of view, however, the resultant
video QoS in case (2) is worse than that in case (1). To the best of the authors’ knowledge,
the block-loss run distribution has not been fully studied yet.

Recent development of optical networking technology such as wavelength division mul-
tiplexing (WDM) results in that access networks are likely to be bottlenecks for data trans-
mission (last mile bandwidth bottleneck [9]). On the other hand, wireless mesh networks
(WMNs) including worldwide interoperability for microwave access (WiMAX) are expected
to be a solution for the last mile issue for access networks [1]. In this paper, we focus on video
streaming services over wired-wireless networks composed of optical backbone networks and
wireless access ones. A video streaming server is placed on a backbone network, and a client
node is connected to a wireless base station by a wireless link. Note here that the wireless
base station is likely to be the bottleneck of data transmission for video streaming service
due to interference and user mobility.

In this paper, we consider block-loss and block-success run events at the wireless base
station. Here, the base station is modeled as a single-server queue with two independent
arrival inputs, where a video-packet flow follows a general renewal input process and the
packet-arrival process of background traffic is a Poisson one. The packet transmission pro-
cess over a wireless link follows a Markovian service process with two states: “Good” and
“Bad”. If the wireless link is in Good (resp. Bad) state, the packet transmission rate is large
(resp. small). The sojourn time of each state follows an exponential distribution. We ana-
lyze the block-loss and block-success run distributions, investigating how the block-loss and
block-success runs are affected by the volume of background traffic, the FEC redundancy,
the system size, the service rate, and the periods of alternating states.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives an overview of related
work on the performance analysis of FEC recovery and packet-level loss and success runs.
Section 3 describes our theoretical model. The theoretical model is analyzed in Section 4,
and Section 5 shows numerical examples. Finally, Section 6 provides some conclusions.

2. Related Work

The effect of FEC redundancy on block-recovery performance has been extensively studied
in the literature. In [6], Cidon et al. analyzed the distribution of the number of lost packets
within a block of packets using an M/M/1/K queue. The effect of FEC redundancy on
the block-loss probability was analyzed in [3] with an M/M/1/K queue. In these studies,
however, a single-flow case was considered, and multiple-flow cases were not taken into
consideration.

There is also much literature on the FEC recovery performance for switches and routers
at which multiple input flows are superposed. Kawahara et al. considered a discrete-time
finite-buffer queueing system with two input flows, in which the arrival process of main traffic
including FEC is modeled as an interrupted Bernoulli process, while packets of background
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traffic arrive at the system according to a Markov modulated Bernoulli process [13]. In [10],
Hellal et al. considered a finite-buffer single-server queueing system with several independent
Poisson arrival processes, analyzing the distribution of the number of lost packets within
a block of packets. In [7, 8], Dán et al. analyzed the performance of FEC recovery using
a finite-buffer single-server queueing system with two arrival processes. In [7], main traffic
is assumed to be a Markov modulated Poisson process (MMPP), and background traffic a
Poisson process. Furthermore, in [8], the packet flow of background traffic is also assumed
to be an MMPP. In [17], Muraoka et al. considered the FEC recovery performance with a
GI+M/M/1/K queue, deriving the packet- and block-loss probabilities. In [18], the authors
extended the analytical model of [17] to the one where the packet-transmission time is
governed by a Markovian service process (MSP). Note that all the studies mentioned above
paid no attention to block-loss run events.

In terms of block-level success and loss run events, Jiang and Schulzrinne [11] proposed
the use of the extended Gilbert model, and the inter-loss distance, which is equivalent to
packet-success run, was studied for describing the temporal dependence of packet loss. Ya-
jnik et al. [24] statistically analyzed packet-loss and packet-success runs using trace data
obtained from end-to-end measurements of unicast and multicast Internet connections. They
showed that packet-loss run lengths and packet-success run lengths are geometrically dis-
tributed in many cases. They also modeled the data with three models: the Bernoulli model,
the two-state Markov chain model, and the kth order Markov chain model. Note that in
these works, the authors considered packet-level loss and success run lengths.

In our previous work [12], we considered the block-loss run event at a bottleneck router
in a backbone network. Here, the bottleneck router is modeled as a GI+M/M/1/K queue,
where a video packet flow follows a general renewal input process and the packet-arrival
process of background traffic is a Poisson one. We analyzed the block-loss run distribution
and investigated how the block-loss run is affected by the volume of background traffic, the
FEC redundancy, and the system size. In this paper, we extend the analytical model of
[12] to the case where the packet-transmission process of a wireless link in a wired-wireless
network is governed by an MSP. We consider not only block-level loss run but also block-level
success run.

3. Analytical Model

3.1. Target of modeling

We consider the situation in which packets of a video stream are transferred from a sender
host to a receiver host over wired-wireless networks. Suppose that a wireless base station
is in congestion. The video packets do not suffer from packet loss at any routers except the
wireless base station. In the base station, not only video packets but also packets transmitted
by other hosts are multiplexed. In the following, the video-packet flow is referred to as main
traffic, and the packets from the other hosts as background traffic. (See Figure 1. In this
figure, solid arrows indicate wired links, while dashed arrows represent wireless links.)

3.2. Analytical model

We model the wireless base station by an FCFS single-server queue with two independent
arrival processes and a single finite buffer. The buffer size of the wireless base station is
equal to K − 1 (K ≥ 1), that is, the total capacity of the system is equal to K. Packets
of main traffic arrive at the wireless base station in sequence, and its inter-arrival times are
independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) with a general distribution G(x) (x ≥ 0).
Furthermore, packets of background traffic form a Poisson arrival process with rate λ.
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Figure 1: Wireless base station

The packet transmission times for both main and background traffic follow an MSP
with two states “Good” and “Bad”, which was originally developed in [5]. The wireless link
is regarded as in Bad state when the signal power is below a given threshold. When the
signal power is greater than or equal to the threshold, on the other hand, the wireless link is
modeled as in Good state. Note that when the wireless link is in Bad state, link-level error
is likely to occur, resulting in packet loss. We assume that link-level error is concealed by
retransmission mechanism such as automatic-repeat request (ARQ), and hence no packet
loss occurs at the wireless link. Note also that error recovery by retransmission increases the
packet-transmission time∗. In the following, we denote “Good” and “Bad” by “G” and “B”,
respectively. The lengths of states G and B are i.i.d. according to exponential distributions
with mean 1/α and 1/β, respectively. While being in state G (resp. B), a service rate of
a packet is equal to μG (resp. μB)

†. From the assumption of retransmission mechanism,
we have μG > μB. When an arriving packet finds K packets in the system, the packet is
dropped and lost.

We assume that a video frame consists of D data packets, from which N redundant
packets are generated. Then the D data packets and N redundant packets are aggregated
to a block. Thus a block contains M � D +N packets. If the number of lost packets in a
block is less than N , the original data of the block are recovered through FEC decoding at
the receiver host. Otherwise the receiver host cannot recover the original data, resulting in
a loss of the block.

4. Analysis

We first discuss, in subsection 4.1, the stationary joint distribution of the number of packets
in the wireless base station and the state of service immediately before a packet arrival
in main traffic. Next we consider the counting process of lost packets in main traffic in
subsection 4.2. Based on these results, we derive the limit distribution of the block-loss and
block-success runs in subsection 4.3.

∗It is shown in [4] that when Stop-and-Wait ARQ is assumed, the packet-transmission time including
retransmission times can be modeled by geometric distribution with the packet loss probability p. In this
case, the mean packet-transmission time including retransmission times due to packet loss is proportional
to 1/(1− p). This implies that the packet-transmission rate decreases with the increase in the packet-loss
probability. See [4] for details.
†The measurement-based analysis in [2] shows that link delays over a wireless mesh network are well fitted by
gamma or logistic distributions. In [22], the effect of retransmission mechanism on the packet transmission
time is considered. It is shown in [22] that the packet transmission time for a communication link governed
by an ON-OFF process has an exponential tail under certain conditions. Those studies suggest that the
packet transmission time over a wireless link can be modeled by an exponential distribution.
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4.1. Joint distribution of queue-length and server-state

Let L(t) (t ≥ 0) denote the number of packets in the wireless base station at time t. Let S(t)
(t ≥ 0) denote the state of service. We assume that {L(t)} and {S(t)} are right-continuous
and have left-hand limits. We also assume that in main traffic, packets arrive at times
0 = T1 < T2 < T3 < · · · . Let Lk, L

−
k , Sk and S−

k denote

Lk = L(Tk), L−
k = L(Tk−),

Sk = S(Tk), S−
k = S(Tk−),

respectively. Clearly, Lk = min(L−
k + 1, K) (k = 1, 2, . . .), and Sk = S−

k (k = 1, 2, . . .)
with probability one. Let (j, s)m and (j, s)−m denote events {Lm = j, Sm = s} and {L−

m =
j, S−

m = s}, respectively. We then define Γ+− and Π−− as 2(K + 1) × 2(K + 1) matrices
such that

Γ+− =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

Γ+−
0,0 Γ+−

0,1 · · · Γ+−
0,K

Γ+−
1,0 Γ+−

1,1 · · · Γ+−
1,K

...
...

. . .
...

Γ+−
K,0 Γ+−

K,1 · · · Γ+−
K,K

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

Π−− =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

Π−−
0,0 Π−−

0,1 · · · Π−−
0,K

Π−−
1,0 Π−−

1,1 · · · Π−−
1,K

...
...

. . .
...

Π−−
K,0 Π−−

K,1 · · · Π−−
K,K

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

where

Γ+−
i,j =

(
Pr[(j, G)−k+1 | (i, G)k] Pr[(j, B)−k+1 | (i, G)k]
Pr[(j, G)−k+1 | (i, B)k] Pr[(j, B)−k+1 | (i, B)k]

)
,

Π−−
i,j =

(
Pr[(j, G)−k+1 | (i, G)−k ] Pr[(j, B)−k+1 | (i, G)−k ]
Pr[(j, G)−k+1 | (i, B)−k ] Pr[(j, B)−k+1 | (i, B)−k ]

)
.

It is easy to see that

Π−− = Λ−+Γ+−, (4.1)

where Λ−+ denotes a 2(K + 1)× 2(K + 1) matrix such that

Λ−+ =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

O I2 O · · · O O

O O I2
. . . O O

...
...

. . .
. . .

...
...

O O O
. . . I2 O

O O O · · · O I2

O O O · · · O I2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

. (4.2)

Note here that I2 denotes the 2× 2 identity matrix.
Recall that during time interval (Tk, Tk+1), no arrivals from main traffic occur whereas

ones from background traffic follow a Poisson process with rate λ. Recall also that the service
times of all packets both in main and background traffic are according to an MSP. These
facts imply that during time interval (Tk, Tk+1), the behavior of {L(t), S(t)} is stochastically
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Figure 2: State transition diagram of {L(t), S(t)}

equivalent to that of the queue length process in an M/MSP/1/K queue, to be more specific,
a continuous-time bivariate Markov chain driven by an infinitesimal generator Q such that

Q =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

Q
0

Q1 O · · · O O

Q−1 Q0 Q1
. . .

...
...

O Q−1 Q0
. . . O O

O O Q−1
. . . Q1 O

...
...

. . .
. . . Q0 Q1

O O O
. . . Q−1 Q0

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

,

where Q−1, Q1, Q0, Q0
, and Q0 are defined as

Q−1 =

(
μG 0
0 μB

)
, Q1 = λI2,

Q0 =

( −(α + λ+ μG) α
β −(β + λ+ μB)

)
,

Q
0

=

( −(α + λ) α
β −(β + λ)

)
,

Q0 =

( −(α + μG) α
β −(β + μB)

)
,

respectively (see Figure 2). Thus we have

Γ+− =

∫ ∞

0

exp(Qx)dG(x). (4.3)

It follows from (4.2) and (4.3) that the transition probability matrix Π−− in (4.1) is irre-
ducible and aperiodic and therefore ergodic due to the finiteness of the state space. As a
result, Π−− has the unique stationary probability vector π− = (π−

l,s; l, s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , K} ×
{G,B}), which satisfies

π−
l,s = lim

k→∞
Pr(L−

k = l, S−
k = s).
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4.2. Counting process of lost packets in main traffic

We refer to the packet arriving at time Tm as packet m. Let θm denote a random variable
that takes value 1 if packet m is lost; otherwise takes value 0. Let Nm =

∑m
i=1 θi for

m = 1, 2, . . . . We then consider the counting process {Nm;m = 1, 2, . . . } of lost packets in
main traffic.

For each m = 1, 2, . . . , let P−+
m,i,j(k) (k = 1, 2, . . . , m, i, j = 0, 1, . . . , K) denote 2 × 2

matrix such that

(
Pr[(j, G, k)m | (i, G)−1 ] Pr[(j, B, k)m | (i, G)−1 ]
Pr[(j, G, k)m | (i, B)−1 ] Pr[(j, B, k)m | (i, B)−1 ]

)
,

where (j, s, k)m represents an event {Lm = j, Sm = s,Nm = k}. Further let P̃
−+

m (z) =∑m
k=0 z

kP−+
m (k), where P−+

m (k) (k = 1, 2, . . . , m) denotes a 2(K + 1) × 2(K + 1) matrix
such that

P−+
m (k) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

P−+
m,0,0(k) P−+

m,0,1(k) · · · P−+
m,0,K(k)

P−+
m,1,0(k) P−+

m,1,1(k) · · · P−+
m,1,K(k)

...
...

. . .
...

P−+
m,K,0(k) P−+

m,K,1(k) · · · P−+
m,K,K(k)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

It then follows that

P̃
−+

1 (z) = P−+
1 (0) + zP −+

1 (1)

=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

O I2 O · · · O

O O I2
. . . O

...
...

. . .
. . .

...
O O · · · O I2

O O · · · O O

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠+ z

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

O · · · O O
...

. . .
...

...
O · · · O O
O · · · O I2

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

We next consider {P̃−+

m (z);m = 2, 3, . . . }. Let A++
i,j (θ) (i, j = 0, 1, . . . , K, θ = 0, 1)

denote (
Pr[(j, G, θ)Am | (i, G)m−1] Pr[(j, B, θ)Am | (i, G)m−1]
Pr[(j, G, θ)Am | (i, B)m−1] Pr[(j, B, θ)Am | (i, B)m−1]

)
,

where (j, s, θ)Am denotes an event {Lm = j, Sm = s, θm = θ}. Let A++(θ) denote a 2(K +
1)× 2(K + 1) matrix such that

A++(θ) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

A++
0,0 (θ) A++

0,1 (θ) · · · A++
0,K(θ)

A++
1,0 (θ) A++

1,1 (θ) · · · A++
1,K(θ)

...
...

. . .
...

A++
K,0(θ) A++

K,1(θ) · · · A++
K,K(θ)

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

Note here that the event {θm = 0} is equivalent to the event {0 ≤ L−
m ≤ K − 1} whereas
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the event {θm = 1} is equivalent to the event {L−
m = K}. It thus follows that

A++(0) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

O O O · · · O
O Γ+−

1,0 Γ+−
1,1 · · · Γ+−

1,K−1

O Γ+−
2,0 Γ+−

2,1 · · · Γ+−
2,K−1

...
...

...
. . .

...
O Γ+−

K,0 Γ+−
K,1 · · · Γ+−

K,K−1

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

A++(1) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

O · · · O O
O · · · O Γ+−

1,K

O · · · O Γ+−
2,K

...
. . .

...
...

O · · · O Γ+−
K,K

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ .

By definition, we have for m = 2, 3, . . . ,

P̃
−+

m (z) = P̃
−+

m−1(z)(A
++(0) + zA++(1)). (4.4)

Therefore from (4.4), we obtain the recursion for {P−+
m (k)}: for m = 2, 3, . . . ,

P−+
m (0) = P−+

m−1(0)A
++(0), (4.5)

and for k = 1, 2, . . . ,M ,

P−+
m (k) = P−+

m−1(k − 1)A++(1) + P−+
m−1(k)A

++(0). (4.6)

4.3. Limit distributions of the block-loss and block-success runs

We assume that the head packet of a block arrives at time T1 = 0 and the subsequent M−1
packets of the block arrive at time T2 < T3 < · · · < TM . We refer to the block arriving
at time 0 as block 1 and the subsequent blocks as block 2, block 3,. . . . We then assume
that block n (n = 1, 2, . . . ) consists of packets (n − 1)M + 1 through nM , which implies

that the head packet of block n arrives at time T̂n � T(n−1)M+1. Let L̂−
n = L(T̂n−) and

Ŝ−
n = S(T̂n−).
In what follows, we consider the limit distributions of the block-loss and block-success

run. For simplicity and to save space, we denote Pr[ · | L̂−
1 (= L−

1 ) = γ] by Pγ [ · ] and the
set of positive integers by N. Let Θν (ν ∈ N) denote a random variable such that Θν = 1 if
block ν is lost; and otherwise Θν = 0. Let

X
(ν)
BL = inf{n ∈ N; Θν+n+1 = 0 | (Θν ,Θν+1) = (0, 1)},

X
(ν)
BS = inf{n ∈ N; Θν+n+1 = 1 | (Θν ,Θν+1) = (1, 0)},

which are called block-loss run length and block-success run length, respectively. For any
fixed γ = 0, 1, . . . , K, we define PBL(n) and PBS(n) (n ∈ N) as

PBL(n) = lim
ν→∞

Pγ [X
(ν)
BL = n | (Θν ,Θν+1) = (0, 1)]

= lim
ν→∞

Pγ [(Θν ,Θν+1, . . . ,Θν+n,Θν+n+1) = (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0)]

Pγ [(Θν ,Θν+1) = (0, 1)]
, (4.7)

PBS(n) = lim
ν→∞

Pγ [X
(ν)
BS = n | (Θν ,Θν+1) = (1, 0)]

= lim
ν→∞

Pγ [(Θν ,Θν+1, . . . ,Θν+n,Θν+n+1) = (1, 0, . . . , 0, 1)]

Pγ [(Θν ,Θν+1) = (1, 0)]
, (4.8)
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respectively. We also define XBL and XBS as random variables such that Pr[XBL = n] =
PBL(n) and Pr[XBS = n] = PBS(n), respectively, for n ∈ N. Then XBL and XBS can
be considered as generic random variables for the block-loss run and block-success run,
respectively, in steady state.

Let Ri,j and Si,j denote 2× 2 matrices such that

Ri,j =

(
Pr[〈j, G, 1〉−ν+1 | 〈i, G〉−ν ] Pr[〈j, B, 1〉−ν+1 | 〈i, G〉−ν ]
Pr[〈j, G, 1〉−ν+1 | 〈i, B〉−ν ] Pr[〈j, B, 1〉−ν+1 | 〈i, B〉−ν ]

)
,

Si,j =

(
Pr[〈j, G, 0〉−ν+1 | 〈i, G〉−ν ] Pr[〈j, B, 0〉−ν+1 | 〈i, G〉−ν ]
Pr[〈j, G, 0〉−ν+1 | 〈i, B〉−ν ] Pr[〈j, B, 0〉−ν+1 | 〈i, B〉−ν ]

)
,

where 〈j, s〉−ν and 〈j, s, θ〉−ν represent events {L̂−
ν = j, Ŝ−

ν = s} and {L̂−
ν = j, Ŝ−

ν = s,Θν−1 =
θ}, respectively. Let R and S denote 2(K + 1)× 2(K + 1) matrices such that

R =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

R0,0 R0,1 · · · R0,K

R1,0 R1,1 · · · R1,K
...

...
. . .

...
RK,0 RK,1 · · · RK,K

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

S =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

S0,0 S0,1 · · · S0,K

S1,0 S1,1 · · · S1,K
...

...
. . .

...
SK,0 SK,1 · · · SK,K

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ ,

respectively. Since {Θν = 1} implies that the number of lost packets in block ν is greater
than N ,

R =

M∑
k=N+1

P−+
M (k)Γ+−, S =

N∑
k=0

P−+
M (k)Γ+−. (4.9)

Further it is easy to see that

lim
ν→∞

Pγ[(Θν ,Θν+1) = (0, 1)] = π−SRe,

lim
ν→∞

Pγ[(Θν ,Θν+1, . . . ,Θν+n,Θν+n+1) = (0, 1, . . . , 1, 0)]

= π−SRnSe, n ∈ N.

Thus from (4.7), we obtain

PBL(n) =
π−SRnSe

π−SRe
, n ∈ N. (4.10)

Similarly we have

PBS(n) =
π−RSnRe

π−RSe
, n ∈ N. (4.11)

From (4.10) and (4.11), the averages and the variances of the block-loss run length XBL and
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the block-success run length XBS are given by

E[XBS] =
π−RS(I − S)−1e

π−RSe
, (4.12)

E[XBL] =
π−SR(I −R)−1e

π−SRe
, (4.13)

Var[XBS] =
π−RS(I − S)−2(I + S)e

π−RSe
− (E[XBS])

2 , (4.14)

Var[XBL] =
π−SR(I −R)−2(I +R)e

π−SRe
− (E[XBL])

2 , (4.15)

respectively.
In what follows, we discuss the computational complexity of the performance measures

E[XBS], E[XBL], Var[XBS] and Var[XBL]. According to (4.12)–(4.15), the computation of
these performance measures requires the vector π− and two matrices R and S.

We first consider the computational complexity of π−. Recall here that π− is the
stationary probability vector of the 2(K +1)× 2(K +1) stochastic matrix Π−− = Λ−+Γ+−

(see (4.1)). Applying the uniformization technique (see, e.g., pp. 57–58 in [14]) to (4.3), we
can calculate Γ+− as follows:

Γ+− ≈
H∑

n=0

e−θx (θx)
n

n!
dG(x)[I + θ−1Q]n,

where H is a sufficiently large positive integer and θ is the maximum absolute value of
the diagonal elements of Q. Thus the computational complexity of Γ+− is expressed as
O(H{2(K + 1)}3) = O(HK3). Further, given Γ+−, we can calculate π− by the LU-
decomposition, which takes O({2(K + 1)}3) = O(K3) complexity. Consequently, the com-
putational complexity of π− is O(HK3).

Next we consider the computation of R and S given in (4.9), which requires the PM(k)’s
(k = 0, 1, . . . ,M). In computing these matrices by the recursion (4.5) and (4.6), we have
to perform (M − 1)(2M + 1) products of 2(K + 1) × 2(K + 1) matrices. Therefore the
computational complexity of R and S is O((M − 1)(2M + 1){2(K + 1)}3) = O(M2K3).

As a result, the total computational complexity of the four performance measures is
O((H +M2)K3).

5. Numerical Examples

In this section, we consider video streaming as main traffic and evaluate block-loss and
block-success runs using the results derived in the previous section. It is assumed that
bit rate and frame rate of the video stream are 4 Mb/s and 30 frame/s, respectively. A
frame of the video corresponds to a block, which consists of D = 34 data packets. The
size of a packet is 500 bytes. Inter-arrival times of packets from main traffic are constant.
Note that when N redundant packets are added to original D data packets, the resulting
arrival rate of main traffic is (D + N)/D times larger than the original one. An output
transmission rate of the wireless base station in Good (resp. Bad) state is 40 Mb/s (resp. 4
Mb/s), and the corresponding service rate of a 500 byte-packet, μG (resp. μB), is 1.0× 104

(resp. μG = 1.0 × 103). Mean Good-state and Bad-state periods are 95 ms and 5 ms,
respectively.

We conducted trace-driven simulation experiments to validate the analytical model. Our
simulation program was developed with C#, and the trace data of the NLANR repository
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Table 1: Trace data information used for simulation experiments

Name Original filename Date/Capt. on

Leipzig-II 20030221-121359-0.g2 February 2003/OC3

Table 2: Basic parameters of numerical calculation

Parameter Value

Packet size (bytes) 500

Number of data packets in a block D 34

Number of redundant packets in a block N 0, 1, 3

Service rate of a packet in Good state μG 1.0× 104

Service rate of a packet in Bad state μB 1.0× 103

Mean time in Good state 1/α (ms) 95

Mean time in Bad state 1/β (ms) 5

Arrival rate of background traffic λ 6.23× 103

System capacity K 10, 100

[19] was used for inter-arrival times of packets in background traffic. Table 1 shows the
detail of the trace. Figure 3 illustrates the volume of the trace data for 200 seconds we
used. Figure 4 shows the histogram of inter-arrival times of the trace data and probability
distribution function of the exponential distribution whose average is equal to the trace
data. When the packet size is 500 bytes, the average volume of the trace is 24.9 Mb/s, and
the corresponding arrival rate of background traffic λ is 6.23 × 103. The variance of the
inter-arrival times for the trace is 3.01 × 10−2, while that for the exponential distribution
is 2.57× 10−2, i.e., the variance of the trace is larger than that of Poisson process. Table 2
shows basic parameters of our numerical calculation.

5.1. Impact of system capacity

In this subsection, we investigate how the system capacity K affects the mean block-loss and
block-success run lengths. Figure 5 (resp. Figure 6) illustrates the mean block-loss run length
E[XBL] (resp. the mean block-success run length E[XBS]) against the system capacity for
the number of redundant packets N = 0, 1, and 3. Analytical results are plotted with lines,
while simulation results are shown by dots with 95% confidence intervals. In Figure 5, we
observe the quantitative difference between analytical and simulation results. This is because
the statistical nature of the trace data for simulation is different from the Poisson process
assumed in analysis. However, both analytical and simulation results decrease monotonically
as the system capacity K increases. We observe from Figure 6 that both analytical and
simulation results increase monotonically as the system capacity K increases. These results
suggests that the analysis is efficient in a qualitative sense to investigate the behavior of
consecutive block-loss and block-success events.

A remarkable point here is that FEC with high redundancy makes E[XBL] significantly
small. This implies that consecutive block loss can be effectively prevented with FEC even
when the system capacity is small.

Figure 7 (resp. Figure 8) represents the variance of the block-loss run length XBL
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(resp. the variance of the block-success run length XBS) against K in cases of N = 0, 1,
and 3. In Figure 7, the variance of the block-loss run length decreases monotonically with
the increase in K for each N . In each K, the variance of the block-loss run length for N = 0
is the largest, while that for N = 3 is the smallest. Note that the variance of the block-loss
run length is small even for K = 10 and N = 0. This implies that the block-loss run length
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Figure 5: Mean block-loss run length E[XBL] vs. system capacity K
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Figure 6: Mean block-success run length E[XBS] vs. system capacity K

is well prevented by the system capacity, rather than FEC.
In Figure 8, on the other hand, the variance of the block-success run length grows with

the increase in K. A remarkable point here is that the variance for N = 3 significantly
increases against K. From both Figs. 7 and 8, we can claim that the block-loss run length
is significantly improved by enhancing the system capacity rather than increasing the FEC
redundancy, and that the variation of the block-success run length is greatly affected by the
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Figure 7: Variance of block-loss run length Var[XBL] vs. system capacity K
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Figure 8: Variance of block-success run length Var[XBS] vs. system capacity K

FEC redundancy.

5.2. Impact of background traffic

In this subsection, we investigate how the mean block-loss and block-success runs are af-
fected by the volume of background traffic. Figs. 9 and 10 show the mean block-loss run
length E[XBL] and block-success run length E[XBS] against the volume of background traffic,
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Figure 9: Mean block-loss run length E[XBL] vs. background traffic
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Figure 10: Mean block-success run length E[XBS] vs. background traffic

respectively. When the volume of background is γ Mb/s, the corresponding packet arrival
rate λ is equal to γ × 250 packet/s. Note that only analytical results are shown in both
graphs because the trace data only supports 24.9 Mb/s background traffic case.

It is observed from Figure 9 that E[XBL] increases as the volume of background traffic
increases. It is remarkable that a gradient for high redundancy is smaller than that for low
ones. This implies that FEC is effective even when background traffic is large.
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Figure 11: Variance of block-loss run length Var[XBL] vs. background traffic
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Figure 12: Variance of block-success run length Var[XBS] vs. background traffic

In Figure 10, we observe that E[XBS] decreases monotonically as the volume of back-
ground traffic increases. In particular, all the three cases for K = 100 show a rapid decrease.
This implies that when the volume of background traffic is small, E[XBS] is dominantly af-
fected by the system capacity K.

Figure 11 (resp. Figure 12) shows the variance of the block-loss run length XBL (resp. the
variance of the block-success run length XBS) against the volume of background traffic in
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Figure 13: Mean block-loss run length E[XBL] vs. transmission rate in Good state

cases of N = 0, 1, and 3. In both figures, we calculated the variances for K = 10 and 100.
In Figure 11, the variance of the block-loss run length for each case increases exponentially
with the increase in the volume of background traffic. It is also observed from this figure
that the variance of the block-loss run length is significantly decreased by FEC.

In Figure 12, on the other hand, the variance of the block-success run length decreases
when the volume of background traffic is growing. In particular, when K = 100, the variance
of the block-success run length suddenly decreases around 35 Mb/s background traffic.
Figs. 11 and 12 suggest that the block-success run length is likely to shorten under heavy
loaded condition, resulting in frequent block-loss. In this situation, FEC is significantly
effective to prevent a long block-loss run length.

5.3. Impact of transmission rate in Good state

In this subsection, we investigate how the transmission rate in Good state affects the mean
block-loss and block-success runs. Figure 13 (resp. Figure 14) shows the mean block-loss run
length E[XBL] (resp. the mean block-success run length E[XBS]) against the transmission
rate in Good state for K = 10. When the transmission rate in Good state is δ Mb/s, the
corresponding service rate of a packet in Good state μG is equal to δ × 250 packet/s.

We observe from Figure 13 that E[XBL] decreases and then remains constant as the
transmission rate in Good state increases. On the contrary, it is observed from Figure
14 that E[XBS] increases and then converges to a certain value with the increase in the
transmission rate in Good state. This is because for a large transmission rate in Good
state, a packet-loss event occurs in Bad state, rather than in Good state. Therefore, mean
block-loss and block-success run lengths stay constant when the transmission rate in Good
state is large.

Note that in both the figures, analytical results show a good agreement with simulation
ones when the packet transmission rate in Good state increases. This suggests that the
analytical model is useful for estimating block-loss and block-success run lengths for a high-
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Figure 14: Mean block-success run length E[XBS] vs. transmission rate in Good state
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Figure 15: Mean block-loss run length E[XBL] vs. transmission rate in Bad state

speed wireless network environment.

5.4. Impact of transmission rate in Bad state

In this subsection, we investigate how the mean block-loss and block-success runs are affected
by the transmission rate in Bad state. Figure 15 (resp. Figure 16) illustrates the mean
block-loss run length E[XBL] (resp. the mean block-success run length E[XBS]) against the
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Figure 16: Mean block-success run length E[XBS] vs. transmission rate in Bad state

transmission rate in Bad state for K = 10. When the transmission rate in Bad state is ε
Mb/s, the corresponding service rate of a packet in Bad state μB is equal to ε×250 packet/s.

In Figure 15, we observe that E[XBL] decreases monotonically as the transmission rate
in Bad state increases, as expected. Note that the slight decrease for each N is due to the
small sojourn time in Bad state. (Remind that the mean Bad-state period is 5 ms, while
the mean Good-state period is 95 ms.)

It is observed from Figure 16 that E[XBS] increases monotonically as the transmission
rate in Bad state increases. It is remarkable that for any transmission rate in Bad state,
E[XBS] with a largeN is greater than that with a smallN . This implies that the transmission
rate in Bad state is dominant in the case of large N .

5.5. Impact of Bad-state period

Finally, we investigate how the mean block-loss and block-success runs are affected by the
mean Bad-state period. Figs. 17 and 18 show the mean block-loss run length E[XBL] and
block-success run length E[XBS] against the mean time in Bad state 1/β for K = 10,
respectively.

We observe from Figure 17 that E[XBL] increases linearly as the mean time in Bad state
increases. This implies that the Bad-state period affects E[XBL] dominantly. In Figure
18, E[XBS] decreases monotonically and then remains constant as the the mean time in
Bad state increases. A remarkable point here is that when the mean time in Bad state is
small, E[XBS] is significantly different among the cases N = 0, 1, and 3. This suggests that
when the wireless link guarantees a good quality of data transmission, FEC is significantly
effective in increasing the block-success run length.

5.6. Discussion on QoS guarantee

One of simple frame-error recovery schemes is frame repetition with which a lost frame is
replaced by the previous reconstructed frame. It is reported in [22] that for 20 frame/s
video, four same frames consecutively displayed are not perceptually acceptable for end
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Figure 17: Mean block-loss run length E[XBL] vs. mean time in Bad state
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Figure 18: Mean block-success run length E[XBS] vs. mean time in Bad state

users. In our numerical experiments, the frame rate is 30 frame/s, and hence we consider
the following criteria for QoS guarantee. The maximum number of the mean block-loss run
length is five, and the minimum number of the mean block-success run length is 25.

From Figure 5, we observe that the mean block-loss run length is smaller than five for
10 ≤ K ≤ 50, while the mean block-success run length is smaller than 25 for all N ’s in
Figure 6. In Figure 9, when K = 100, the mean block-loss run length can be kept under five
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for a wide range of the volume of background traffic. On the other hand, it is observed from
Figure 10 that for K = 100, even N = 3 FEC redundancy cannot satisfy the QoS criterion
of the block-success run length when the volume of background traffic is greater than 33
Mb/s. Furthermore, Figure 15 shows that when K = 10, the mean block-loss run length
can be kept smaller than five until the mean duration time in Bad state reaches 40 ms. In
Figure 16, however, the mean block-success run length for N = 3 becomes unacceptable
when the mean duration time in Bad state is greater than 2 ms.

These results imply that the block-loss run length can be well controlled by the system
capacity or by FEC. On the other hand, it is difficult to improve the block-success run length
by the system capacity and FEC. Note that the above discussion assumes that the frame-
error recovery scheme is frame repetition. In terms of the other error error concealment
schemes, further investigation is needed.

6. Conclusion

In this paper, we considered the characterization of block-loss and block-success run events
for video streaming services. We modeled the wireless base station as a single-server finite
queueing system with two input processes and Markovian service process, analyzing the
block-loss and block-success run distributions. It was assumed in our model that the packet
inter-arrival times of video traffic using FEC is independent and identically distributed. This
enables us to analyze the system with a various type of the arrival process for video traffic. It
was shown from numerical examples that the analytical model is useful in a qualitative sense
for investigating the behavior of consecutive block-loss and block-success events. Numerical
examples also showed that block-loss run and block-success run are significantly affected by
the volume of background traffic. Even when the traffic intensity is high, FEC is effective in
decreasing the block-loss run length. On the other hand, when the traffic intensity is low, the
block-success run is significantly affected by the system capacity. In terms of application-
level QoS, consecutive block loss makes loss concealment difficult. Therefore, it is worth
noting that FEC is more effective in decreasing the block-loss run length than in enhancing
the system capacity.

In the analytical model, we assumed that packet transmission times in both Good and
Bad states follow exponential distributions. Note that the exponential distribution is a
special case of the gamma distribution, with which empirical distributions for packet trans-
mission times over wireless links are well fitted [2]. Therefore, further measurement study
is needed for modeling the packet transmission time distribution.
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